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NPR Covers Our New Alzheimer's Research!
NPR’s Jon Hamilton sits down with GLOBAL researchers - Dr. Huntington Potter and
Dr. Joaquín Espinosa, leaders at the Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome - and Frank
Stephens, GLOBAL Ambassador & Board Member, to discuss the newest clinical
trials in Alzheimer’s and Down syndrome research. Find out what this means to
our world!

Download YOUR Celiac
Toolkit Today!
Celiac disease is much more common
in people with Down syndrome.
GLOBAL’s new Celiac Toolkit helps
families check for symptoms each year
and follows the recommendations of
the groundbreaking GLOBAL Adult
Guideline. Download your copy!

Congrats to Our GLOBAL
Education Grant Recipients!
Eleven GLOBAL member organizations
have been awarded GLOBAL Education
Grants to fund research, medical care,
and health programs to support their
communities. Over 3,500 families,
self-advocates, and professional across
the United States and abroad will
benefit. Learn more about these
programs!

GLOBAL’s In The Washington
Post!

The Washington Post highlights the
disparity of Down syndrome research
and why GLOBAL’s first-in-kind family-
friendly version of the GLOBAL Adult
Guideline is so important to the health
of our loved ones with Down syndrome
& families. Read the full article!

2022 Fashion Show Tickets Are
Available Now!

Get YOUR tickets for our IN-PERSON Be
Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show!
Actors Eric Dane, Zack Gottsagen,
John C. McGinley, Caterina Scorsone &
supermodel Amanda Booth are just a
few of the celebrities you’ll celebrate
Down syndrome with on Saturday,
November 12! Get your tickets here!

Use YOUR Facebook for Good!

Give your friends and family the
chance to make a difference in the
lives of people with Down syndrome!
When you start a Facebook fundraiser,
all proceeds directly benefit GLOBAL’s
life-changing research & medical care.
Create a fundraiser in just 2
minutes!

Give a BIG Happy Birthday!

Does a loved one with Down syndrome
have a birthday coming up? Share
birthday photos for a chance to get a
HAPPY BIRTHDAY shoutout from
GLOBAL on our social media and in our
award-winning Down Syndrome

WorldTM magazine. Submit your
photos here!

Please Donate!
Your donation will fund life-changing research and medical care for people with Down

syndrome. Together we will elongate lives and improve health outcomes!

Facts About DS | Misconceptions vs Reality | COVID-19 & DS | Words Can Hurt
| GLOBAL Adult Guideline | Prenatal & Newborn

Support GLOBAL while you shop!

The Global Down Syndrome Foundation (GLOBAL) is the largest non-profit in the U.S. working to save
lives and dramatically improve health outcomes for people with Down syndrome. GLOBAL has donated
more than $32 million to establish the first Down syndrome research institute supporting over 400
scientists and over 2,200 patients with Down syndrome from 33 states and 10 countries. Working closely
with Congress and the National Institutes of Health, GLOBAL is the lead advocacy organization in the
U.S. for Down syndrome research and medical care. GLOBAL has a membership of over 120 Down
syndrome organizations worldwide and is part of a network of Affiliates – the Crnic Institute for Down
Syndrome, the Sie Center for Down Syndrome, and the University of Colorado Alzheimer's and Cognition
Center – all on the Anschutz Medical Campus. GLOBAL’s widely circulated medical publications
include GLOBAL Medical Care Guidelines for Adults with Down Syndrome, Prenatal Testing and
Information about Down Syndrome, and the award-winning Down Syndrome World™ magazine. GLOBAL
also organizes the Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show, the largest Down syndrome fundraiser in the
world.
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